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Abstract: Doctors are required to work in teams every day at every stage in their careers. In the United Kingdom (UK), with a drive towards an integrated healthcare system, teamwork has become a major focus amongst healthcare professionals and their skill set must reflect this. For doctors, the art of teamwork needs to be developed from the early stages of training, in order to minimise fragmentation of care and its detrimental impact on patients. The World Health Organisation emphasises the importance of doctors adopting a multi-disciplinary team approach, yet amongst medical students, collaborative work is often disregarded. Fundamentally, the system that produces future doctors overlooks the importance of teamwork. Therefore, the undergraduate curriculum must be reshaped to embed teamwork within its principles. Future doctors will thus be equipped with lifelong abilities to collaborate closely amongst peers in order to deliver care holistically. Adapting medical school curricula across the UK will present inevitable challenges and these must be understood, in order to generate strategies that cultivate a culture of teamwork amongst the doctors of the future.
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Introduction

Teams form the foundation of any organisation. The concept of sharing ideas, distributing work and collaborating to solve a problem can be applied to any field of practice. In healthcare, teamwork is particularly vital in delivering continuity of care. In the UK, with a rising prevalence of patients with chronic conditions that need multiple dimensions of care, healthcare professionals (HCPs) must be able to work in teams across disciplines.¹ One such chronic condition would be diabetes. Diabetes is not just managed by an endocrinologist but requires a vast multi-disciplinary team (MDT), including nurses, dieticians, ophthalmologists, pharmacists, GPs and community workers, all from various backgrounds. Patients engage with each of these professionals with the hope that collectively, all aspects of their care are addressed.² However, only by these professionals all collaborating and sharing information can this care be provided holistically, and better patient outcomes be achieved.³ Importantly, this is just one example amongst a multitude of chronic conditions that are best managed when teamwork is performed effectively.

With a drive towards a patient-centric National Health Service (NHS), there is a growing need to create teams that communicate well in order to provide both health and social care on all levels. On a national level, teams traverse organisations such
as the Department of Health and NHS England, to ensure the regulation and implementation of health policies in the best interests of the public. The NHS Five Year Forward View aims to generate further collaboration between care providers, through creating models such as primary and acute care systems (PACs) and multispecialty community providers (MCPs) in order to reap the benefits of care integration. On an organisational level, a well-functioning MDT enables HCPs to seek informed opinions during decision-making, as well as spread responsibility and pressure in challenging medical scenarios. However, successful MDTs require successful team members, who have honed skills such as communication, negotiation and respect. These skills need to be nurtured from the foundations of practice.

Whilst medical school prepares future doctors for academic complexities and how to manage clinical scenarios alone, there is less focus on how to be a good team member. Banerjee et al found that despite high face validity, medical schools have traditionally not included the specific knowledge, skills and attitudes required to function within an MDT. Whilst students are taught how to communicate with patients, there is far less consideration on how to communicate with peers.

As fifth year medical students with a Bachelor’s in Management, we have been taught invaluable teamwork skills. The concept of collaborating with peers in order to achieve success was embedded into the structure of the Management course and as a result, shed light on the significance of teamwork training during medical school. Rather than waiting for these skills to develop in situ during clerkships, the undergraduate curriculum must incorporate teamwork and team-based learning (TBL) to a greater degree, in order to equip future doctors with the skills required to work within an MDT in the NHS.

What does teamwork mean?

Teamwork is defined as “the combined action of a group, especially when effective and efficient.” It involves the blending of different working cultures which is achieved through the sharing of skills and knowledge. Within healthcare, teamwork is multi-disciplinary; the appropriate utilisation of knowledge, skills and best practice protocol traverses service provider boundaries such as healthcare, social care and the private sector. This takes place at both a national and local level within the NHS. Almost 20 years ago, the then Secretary of State for Health called for cooperation and partnership at all levels of the NHS to ensure seamless patient-centred care takes place.

The Royal College of Physicians outlines three key abilities team members must have when partaking in a group activity: technical competence, conceptual skills and interpersonal skills. Technical competence relates to the recognition of each team member’s knowledge and strengths. Conceptual skills allow team members to plan, analyse and ultimately make decisions together. Finally, interpersonal skills involve an awareness of the needs of fellow colleagues and the ability to manage one’s own emotions and those of other team members. This incorporates principles such as responsibility, communication, autonomy, trust and respect. In order to reap future benefits in patient care, these must be continually cultivated.

Benefits

Benefits to patients

The benefits of teamwork to the quality of patient care has been well-documented. Sood identified 3 determinants of quality: patient safety, patient experience and clinical effectiveness, all of which can be positively impacted by successful teamwork.

Patient safety can be defined as the “prevention of errors and adverse effects to patients.” These errors often occur as a result of the miscommunication of information between staff and management of patients by different HCPs. The unfamiliarity of HCPs in a care setting is inevitable given the shift nature of work and the variable availability of staff. However, in order to minimise the effect of everchanging staff, teamwork skills should be a focal point of improvement. Effective teamwork can improve fluidity of information between HCPs, with staff knowing who from and when to seek help or relay information. As a result, continuity of care improves, reducing medical errors such as inconsistent treatment plans that result from poor communication. These benefits are reinforced by a multi-centre evaluation which identified a positive correlation between effective team behaviour, reduced clinical errors and improved staff attitudes.

Patient experience encompasses aspects such as performance, reliability and serviceability, which are all greatly benefited by successful staff teamwork. The performance and reliability of a service can be evaluated by its punctuality and diagnostic accuracy. The NHS Cancer Plan demonstrated that effective MDT functioning can reduce the wait time from the first appointment to the start of
treatment for lung cancer patients from 28 to 8 days.16 Furthermore, patients were found to report positive perceptions of prompt access to care, due to teamwork facilitating better care coordination between HCPs in hospitals, clinics and social care settings.16 Diagnostic accuracy can serve to reduce the emotional distress that patients experience of being transferred between incorrect departments. Effective communication can aid diagnostic accuracy by ensuring the right information is conveyed to the right individuals, thus reducing the number of unnecessary investigations.21 Serviceability pertains to speed, courtesy and competence.17 The courtesy and competence of HCPs is individually subjective and thus cannot always be impacted by teamwork. However, the speed of a service can be benefited in that the workload is dramatically reduced per individual and there is more confidence in decision making.19

Clinical effectiveness is defined as the “application of the best knowledge in order to achieve optimal patient outcomes”.22 This includes generating the correct diagnosis, forming a subsequent patient-centric care pathway and improving patient mortality.23

Teamwork has been associated with sustained decreases in pre-operative delays, clinical decision time and adverse clinical events. This has led to improvements in patient outcomes, particularly patient mortality and morbidity.23 As a result of these benefits, American resuscitation guidelines now recommend teamwork education to be included in advanced life support courses, with teamwork deemed to be the single most important factor in minimising adverse events in patient transportation.24

Benefits to the NHS
On a national level, Sood states that in order to achieve integrated care and meet the needs of the defined population, collaboration between providers is essential.25 The benefits of such collaboration nationally can be categorised into efficient and effective practice.

Within the NHS, efficiency grossly describes reducing costs and increasing productivity.26 The Five Year Forward View reports on how integrated care can contribute to extensive healthcare cost savings and better allocation of healthcare resources. For example, in Greenwich, the local authority saved approximately £1 million by coordinating GP and social care services, which consequently reduced the number of people moving permanently into nursing care homes.27 This was achieved through clear communication to understand the needs and constraints of the local population and accordingly tailor care.

By transforming the term “productivity” into the concept of “reducing unwarranted variation of care”, the significance of teamwork can be better perceived.26

The NHS’ 10 Point Efficiency Plan outlines areas in which efficiency can or has been improved with the assistance of teamwork. For example, dealing with “minor” cases that present to the A&E department was considered an area of high unproductivity.26 In a financially constrained healthcare system, the provision of inessential care to one, results in essential care being denied to another. By increasing collaboration between GPs and A&E services, the NHS plans to redirect these cases to more out-of-hours GPs and urgent treatment centres, freeing up resources for more urgent cases.26 The possibility of such plans would not exist without inter-professional teamwork skills to coordinate these services.

Effective practice, amongst many factors, involves the reduction of medical errors and adverse events.28 These errors include medication errors, utilising inaccurate patient data and failure to diagnose or treat, which can have dramatic impacts on patient outcome.29 Almost half of such errors are preventable, with evidence to suggest most originate from human factors and teamwork.28

A particularly notable and poignant case that reached the public eye was the death of 8-year-old Victoria Climbie in 2002. Multiple communication and teamwork failures between 10 social care teams and services as well as 2 hospitals where she was admitted due to suspected deliberate harm, resulted in Victoria’s preventable death from child abuse.30 The Laming Inquiry into this case outlined that there were at least 12 opportunities where individuals could have communicated across disciplines in order to successfully intervene in the life of Victoria.30

The impact of individual teamwork skills on patient management is thus profound and must not be underestimated. Empirical evidence suggests that improving these skills may be key to reducing medical errors, with particular focus on increasing teamwork assessment tools within the undergraduate medical curriculum.26 Only by preparing future doctors for scenarios where inter-disciplinary communication can save lives, can advances be made towards achieving effective practice.

Benefits to HCPs
Studies have reinforced the notion that members of the MDT also gain positive benefits when an ethos of working
together is instilled. Teamwork has been shown to enhance both the physical and mental wellbeing of team members, crucial for HCPs in the NHS working under intense pressure. A study conducted amongst 50,000 primary care workers showed that teamwork increased health and safety in the workplace, with fewer staff suffering injuries at work. Poignantly, staff who worked together as a team were less likely to experience bullying, harassment, abuse or physical violence. These effects serve to indicate the impact of functioning teams on lowering levels of stress amongst staff members.

Another positive aspect of teamwork is that greater clarity is given about the job roles of each member. In a team, members all prescribe to common routine. Each team member has clear expectations on what they need to accomplish. This clarity means that the team as a whole can take advantage of the division of labour, achieving more than the sum of its parts and avoiding role overlap. With role conflict being a contributing factor to a lower job satisfaction amongst staff, a team approach in healthcare is essential.

Benefits to students

The effect of group work on students has been reviewed extensively, with favourable scientific support. TBL was found to promote individual and group accountability as well as collaborative skills. Students were found to learn to “inquire, share ideas, problem solve and construct new understandings”, and were more motivated in group settings compared to working alone. Furthermore, over time, individuals were found to recognise the strengths of others and generate internal personal changes in order to maximise positive results in decision-making. The early development of these skills can serve to generate better interpersonal relationships in future clinical practice.

Academically, despite fears of being burdened by less able peers, it is evidenced to suggest that a TBL approach can vastly improve students’ knowledge in comparison to traditional methods. In 2017, Doshi identified that medical students demonstrated increased satisfaction and scored 15.6% higher on average on topics assessed via TBL compared to other methods. Furthermore, it was found that when working on complex case studies, a greater depth of understanding was achieved with TBL compared to working independently. This could perhaps be due to TBL focusing on learning from peers and discussing concepts, rather than individually recalling facts. The latter is often the result of the independent learning or traditional lecture style format.

One can draw parallels between these complex cases and those of patients with significant comorbidities, in that a team-based approach is vital in reaching an optimal outcome. The fact that teamwork is regarded as paramount amongst practising physicians yet is somewhat disregarded amongst students suggests the need for its early integration within training. Teamwork skills must be developed at medical school, where a safe environment can be provided, and student actions would not compromise patient safety.

Challenges

Despite evidenced benefits, there is still little teamwork focus in medical schools in the UK. The General Medical Council (GMC) thoroughly stipulates a list of outcomes that all undergraduate medical students are required to meet by the end of university, and state that medical schools are responsible for facilitating these outcomes. Within interprofessional education and team learning, the following guidance is provided (Figure 1).

However, not enough emphasis is placed on teaching, assessing and ensuring all of these outcomes are achieved.

Firstly, some of these outcomes need to be taught during medical school training. For example, working effectively as a team by “referring to colleagues for investigations and advice” and “safely passing on information using clear and appropriate communication” are two outcomes deemed vital by the GMC, yet not all medical students are taught how to write referral letters. The clarity of referral letters are of paramount significance when asking colleagues for advice and further investigations for a patient, and overall, in ensuring effective communication between care providers in the NHS. Without the necessary information, patient care can be disjointed and inadequate. Neither the structure nor the basic content required is taught at all medical schools, and without proper teaching, future teamwork can be impacted, as students may not know how to communicate with other HCPs when requiring further opinions on patient care.

Secondly, assessment of these teamwork requirements through standardised assessments of across medical schools is limited. Currently, the only formal standardised exam sat by all UK medical students that assesses teamwork is the Situational Judgement Test. However, even within that exam, answers are based upon “how a student reports they would act rather than from a direct assessment of their behaviour.” Without a direct assessment of
Newly qualified doctors must learn and work effectively within a multi-professional and multi-disciplinary team and across multiple care settings. This includes working face to face and through written and electronic means, and in a range of settings where patients receive care, including community, primary, secondary, mental health, specialist tertiary and social care settings and in patients’ homes.

They must be able to:

a. Demonstrate their contribution to effective interdisciplinary team working with doctors from all care settings and specialties, and with other health and social care professionals for the provision of safe and high-quality care

b. Work effectively with colleagues in ways that best serve the interests of patients. This includes:
   - Safely passing on information using clear and appropriate spoken, written and electronic communication:
   - At handover in a hospital setting and when handing over and maintaining continuity of care in primary, community and social care settings
   - When referring to colleagues for investigations or advice
   - When things go wrong, for example when errors happen
   - Questioning colleagues during handover where appropriate
   - Working collaboratively and supportively with colleagues to share experiences and challenges that encourage learning
   - Responding appropriately to requests from colleagues to attend patients
   - Applying flexibility, adaptability and a problem-solving approach to shared decision making with colleagues.

c. Recognise and show respect for the roles and expertise of other health and social care professionals and doctors from all specialties and care settings in the context of working and learning as a multi-professional team.

behaviour, these teamwork qualities are not formally tested, and thus how can it be ensured that they exist amongst future doctors? More importantly, as a consequence of not certifying a baseline level of teamwork skills, the NHS cannot then expect to have future employees who are all effective team workers.

The third challenge impacting future teamwork is the mentality of medical students. The GMC guidelines stipulate the importance of “working collaboratively and supportively with colleagues to share experiences and challenges that encourage learning”. In order to achieve this outcome, a collaborative environment within medical school must be created where ideas are shared and discussed. However, it can be argued that instead, medical school fosters a paradoxical environment, instilling a competitive attitude right from the beginning. The process of applying for admission is incredibly competitive; for example, the ratio of applicants versus admissions is 9:1 for Imperial College School of Medicine. Right from the time of application, a “lone physician” mindset is created, as students strive to outcompete peers. Throughout training, this mentality is further reinforced as students are consistently ranked against fellow medical students each year and assessed in both academic and practical examinations situations alone with full responsibility for the consequences. This individualistic and competitive environment somewhat contradicts the collaborative environment described by the GMC, and inevitably results in few tasks delegated to others. This perpetuates till the end of medical school, as individual examination rankings against peers are what decide where medical students are ultimately placed for their foundation year jobs.

Reinforcing this, when analysing what competencies were most important, there was a striking difference between where

Figure 1 List of General Medical Council outcomes pertaining to teamwork among medical graduates.

physicians and medical students placed teamwork. Physicians ranked teamwork as the second most important competency after responsibility, whereas students only placed it fifth.\(^\text{33}\)

With the competitive and individualistic nature of medical school, it can be understood as to why teamwork is considered to be of less value despite its benefits.

The NHS wanting team workers yet medical schools honing competitive students that are not fully taught and assessed on teamwork capabilities is paradoxical. It is evident that the system must change in order to create future doctors who are able to work together effectively. There is growing evidence that interprofessional education should be provided for all health and social care students during their pre-clinical years.\(^\text{46}\) Students who have engaged in this often realise the importance and relevance of being able to work effectively with colleagues from other professions.\(^\text{46}\) If the NHS is to push towards a successful integrated healthcare system, interprofessional education must become a fundamental aspect of the medical curriculum in order to develop the attitudes, knowledge and skills required.\(^\text{47}\)

### Integrating teamwork into the medical school curriculum

Nationally, there have been efforts to improve teamwork amongst medical school graduates. The Centre for the Advancement of Interprofessional Education (CAIPE), who define the concept of interprofessional collaborative practice as “working in a team in a healthcare context”, produced guidelines on how to introduce interprofessional education (IPE) at medical schools across the UK.\(^\text{62}\) An example of effective IPE that CAIPE highlighted was at the University of Teesside, which had included IPE education in all health and social care pre-registration curricula. Students interacting and collaborating with other HCPs from their 1st year of university allowed them to develop better communication skills and focus on skills to improve patient safety.\(^\text{62}\)

Internationally, there is further literature exploring IPE and its effectiveness. Guraya and Barr conducted a systematic review on 12 pre-post original studies from the USA, Canada and UK, analysing the effectiveness of IPE using quantitative analysis.\(^\text{63}\) From this, they found that IPE had a positive effect on teamwork in 11 out of the 12 studies reviewed. One study included in the review analysed a PBL module involving students from medicine, nursing, pharmacy and occupational therapy. This study conducted by Eccott et al. discovered that after this learning module, the students had “increased knowledge about roles and perspectives, greater confidence to collaborate, and more motivation to engage in intra-curricular IPE”.\(^\text{63}\)

In the USA, a different study focused on the usefulness of a simulation-based curriculum to introduce key teamwork principles to entering medical students at Vanderbilt University School of Medicine.\(^\text{64}\) In each group, each student was given different briefs and information about a particular scenario. The students would then have to work together to complete each task given to them. The study found that the simulation was useful for the medical students and they were able to develop better decision-making skills, as well as understand the importance of teamwork.\(^\text{64}\)

These international studies serve as examples of successful interprofessional education efforts, and importantly, demonstrate ideas by which to improve teamwork training which can be integrated into medical schools in the UK.

Looking at the existing medical curricula in the UK, there have also been endeavours to introduce some aspects of teamwork, such as TBL quizzes, group enquiry based learning and clinical simulations.\(^\text{43,48,49}\) However, these are integrated to significantly varying degrees across UK universities. The University of Manchester Medical School predominantly adopts a problem-based learning (PBL) approach to medical education with a high teamwork focus, compared to the University of Oxford which offers a traditional approach with a stronger emphasis on independent learning.\(^\text{50,51}\) This poses an issue when standardising teamwork skills amongst all future doctors.

The solution must address the creation of teamwork skills within every medical student in every year. Therefore, we offer 3 suggestions by which one can integrate teamwork into the medical school curriculums and discuss the feasibility in doing so.

These are:

- Integration of “Management” focused intercalated degrees
- Stipulation of a set percentage of each academic year to be assessed via TBL methods
- Introduction of MDT case scenarios for medical students in clinical years

### Integration of “management” focused intercalated degrees

Amongst intercalated degrees, Management or Healthcare Management is only offered within five medical schools,
representing 15% of bodies awarding medical degrees in the UK.\textsuperscript{52,53} As a course, management incorporates significant elements of teamwork as modules focus around understanding the strengths and weaknesses of others in order to allocate leadership roles and optimise outcomes. These are key qualities medical students should have before working within a future clinical MDT.\textsuperscript{15} At Imperial College Business School, 49\% of the Management degree consists of collaborative work, illustrating the extent of emphasis placed on teamwork in order to achieve a successful result.\textsuperscript{54} In clinical practice, a successful result translates as an optimal patient outcome.

However, the solution is not necessarily to generate a new teamwork-focused intercalated degree at every medical school. There are inevitable cost implications with setting up a new course. Additionally, it is not compulsory to either intercalate at every medical school, nor intercalate specifically within a degree focused on group work.\textsuperscript{52,53} Thus, demand relies on students actively choosing these courses. If there is insufficient interest, the course may not be feasible to run every year. Therefore, by implementing a new degree, there is no guarantee that all medical students cover teamwork skills within their undergraduate course, which is our primary focus.

A set percentage of each academic year assessed via TBL methods
The GMC stipulates that leadership and teamwork must be part of the standards and outcomes of medical school training for all students.\textsuperscript{56} Additionally, in guidelines for provisionally registered doctors, it is a mandatory requirement that clinicians are able to work effectively within a team.\textsuperscript{53} However, there is little guidance on how exactly to ensure that this takes place, and thus there is inevitable variability in how much group work is incorporated across medical schools. Therefore, to even out discrepancies, we propose that a percentage (eg 20\%) of each overall year must be assessed via TBL methods across all schools. This should be emphasised by the GMC to be a national minimum requirement, such that regardless of the course structure, teamwork skills are assessed. This could be in the form of an entire exam conducted in a group, or via a portion of each end-of-year assessment involving team-based activity.

This integration of TBL would introduce teamwork with groups of varying sizes into the medical curriculum. Reflecting on personal experience, group work ranging from case studies in pairs to large group presentations all taught different skills. In pairs, one learns how to debate and make decisions without a “majority vote”, whereas in bigger groups, one learns how to distribute a large workload evenly whilst maximising the strengths of individuals present. Therefore, medical schools should continue to encourage individuals to perform tasks such as case presentations and mock examinations in pairs and larger groups, such that students can learn collaboration skills as well as rely on each other for ideas and support.\textsuperscript{57} These may either form part of an assessment or may be sporadic learning opportunities.

**Introduction of MDT case scenarios for medical students in clinical years**
Within an MDT, it is also vital to know the roles of each member. With an immense workload and time constraints, knowing which MDT members to rely upon and how to share jobs is crucial for both the doctor’s mental health and the patient’s wellbeing.\textsuperscript{6} Therefore, we propose the introduction of MDT case scenarios for medical students in clinical years. Case scenarios have been described to be beneficial in reinforcing knowledge as well as developing clinical reasoning, by simulating a real-life scenario without consequences.\textsuperscript{58,59} Simulations are recommended for all doctors to experience by the NHS Foundation Programme, teaching teamwork skills and patient management protocols.\textsuperscript{60} Active immersion by playing the role of each individual involved in a typical scenario such as a cardiac arrest, would allow students to manage complex cases by utilising the capabilities of all HCPs present.\textsuperscript{46} As simulations are difficult to academically assess, these should be integrated as enjoyable learning opportunities for students.

With a growing focus on integrated care in the NHS, an ethos of teamwork needs to be embedded into every aspect of healthcare. The benefits of collaboration are evident through the success of MDTs in providing seamless patient-centric care, yet the focus must be on the individual skills that form the foundation of these teams. It is important to emphasise that though this review focuses on medical students, these skills are important amongst all professionals involved in patient care, and the analysis of how to improve teamwork amongst other HCPs poses as future scope for this paper. Overall, teamwork qualities are those that must be continually honed and practiced. For future doctors, being equipped with these teamwork skills during medical school will prepare them for the complex networks and partnerships created in an ever-changing NHS.
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